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As the pixel size of CMOS image sensors (CIS) shrink, problems
associated with crosstalk become more severe for devices built
using mainstream CMOS processing. This high crosstalk increases the amount of noise added to the final image (via an increase of
the off-diagonal terms in the color correction matrix (CCM)) and
degrades the modulation transfer function (MTF). Reducing dark
current has also been challenging for such CIS imagers. At present,
the solution to these problems has been to switch to n-type substrates [1, 2] since they have been used for interline charge-coupled
devices (CCDs) for decades [3].
This technique is well known for reducing the lateral diffusion component of crosstalk. The downside of this approach for CIS devices
is that it requires major modifications to the process and existing
IP cannot necessarily be used [4]. Another tradeoff is that gettering
of n-type substrates, which affects dark current, is more difficult.
We have recently built CIS imagers of various pixel sizes (from
4.3μm down to 1.4μm) using a new hole-based detector technology.
This technology retains the existing p-epi substrates of typical
mainstream CMOS processes so that all of the existing IP can be
used. A deep n-well is formed in the image area using MeV P
implantation so that the pixel becomes pMOS based and the signalcharge carriers are now holes instead of electrons. A cross section
of a sample pixel built using this new structure is shown in Fig.
2.9.1. Unlike CCDs [5], which have thousands of transfers, a CIS
device has only one transfer. Therefore, transfer efficiency is not
such an issue for CIS and the lower mobility of holes is of little to
no consequence.
As a result of the new structure, we have reduced the crosstalk
from 25 to 7% on a 4.3μm pixel, from 46 to 10% on a 2.2μm pixel,
and from 49 to 15% on a 1.75μm pixel. The residual crosstalk has
been determined to be primarily the result of optical crosstalk as
opposed to lateral diffusion of charge carriers within the silicon.
Crosstalk is defined here as the ratio of green- to red-pixel quantum
efficiency at 650nm. The quantum efficiency (QE) of the 1.4μm
pixel is not reported because of the lack of scaled micro-optics on
the test arrays. For the 2.2μm pixel, the reduction in crosstalk
reduces the noise introduced from the CCM by 4dB for 7500K daylight (international commission on illumination, CIE, illuminant
D75), and by 6dB for 2856K blackbody (CIE illuminant A).
A graph showing the measured QE of the new 2.2μm pMOS pixel
compared to that of a 2.2μm standard nMOS CIS pixel is shown in
Fig. 2.9.2. The reduced crosstalk in the green and red portions of
the visible spectrum is clearly evident. It can also be seen that the
blue pixel QE of the pMOS pixel is 10% higher than that of the
standard nMOS device, which results from the incorporation of an
antireflective UV-nitride film over the photodiode (PD) for the
pMOS pixel [6]. This film was found to increase dark current on the
nMOS device; hence it could not be used there. The red-pixel QE is
5% lower for the pMOS device because of the well structure. It is
worth noting that these proof-of-concept devices were made using
only a single microlens and a relatively thick optical stack.
Therefore, improvements in quantum efficiency and reduction in
optical crosstalk are expected for the smaller pixels with the use of
an inner lens and/or thinner optical stack height, as is well known
in the industry [7].
Charge capacities of 60kh+ for 4.3μm, 11kh+ for 1.75μm, and 4kh+
for 1.4μm pixels have been measured on these same test arrays.
The charge capacities of the 2.2μm pixel devices were not measured
because the signal amplitude saturated the output structures of
these pixels.
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The dark current of the new device is reduced for several reasons.
First, with the pMOS-based pixel, the isolation regions and pinning
implants are now n-type. Unlike the B typically used for these
regions in nMOS-based pixels, As and P pile up at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface, which helps quench interface generation in
the pMOS pixels. Additionally, any positive charge in dielectric layers above the structure tends to accumulate these interfaces (as
opposed to depleting them as happens for nMOS pixels), which further helps to reduce interface generation. The well structure serves
to reduce the bulk-diffusion dark-current component. We have
measured as low as 6 pA/cm2 on our test arrays at 60°C, which was
found to be a factor of >30× less than that of the standard nMOS
CIS pixels. For comparison, we have also built nMOS pixels in pepi on n-type substrates, where it was found that the dark current
was only cut in half. Therefore, we conclude that the pMOS structure offers a dark current advantage over traditional nMOS devices
because of better interface passivation. Dark-current spectroscopy
indicates that the average dark current is presently limited by
metallic contamination. By reducing these contaminants from the
process, dark current can be further reduced. Measured dark-current density (normalized to the PD area) versus temperature for
some sample pixels is shown in Fig. 2.9.3.
The 4.3μm pixel was built using TSMC’s 0.18μm process and the
smaller pixels were built using their 0.11μm process. The 2×2
shared pixel designs were fairly conservative; conversion gains of
around 60μV/h+ were measured for most of the 1.75μm pixel
designs and about 70μV/h+ were measured for the 1.4μm pixels.
Although some pixel designs achieved ~80μV/h+, they were found
to suffer from higher lag. The conversion gain of the 2×1 shared,
4.3μm pixel was intentionally low (~19μV/h) due to the expected
high charge capacity. Standard 2.7V power supplies were used for
the smaller pixels, and lag was measured at only 3 holes for the
1.75μm pixels, and <1 hole for the 1.4μm pixels. A graph showing
lag versus the transfer gate low-level clock voltage (TGlo) for the
1.75μm and 1.4μm pixels is shown in Fig. 2.9.4.
Another advantage of the pMOS-based pixel is reduced amplifier
noise due to the lower 1/f and random-telegraph signal noise characteristics of a pMOS FET [8]. We have measured the pixel noise
of our pMOS device to be 40% lower than that of an equivalent
nMOS device, (3h+rms versus 5e-rms).
A comparison of pixel noise is shown in Fig. 2.9.5. A complete summary of the measured device performance characteristics is given
in Fig. 2.9.6 and a micrograph of the test arrays is shown in Fig.
2.9.7.
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New pMOS vs standard nMOS CIS Pixels
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Figure 2.9.1: Cross section of pMOS-based CIS pixel structure. The n-well is
formed only in the image area.

Figure 2.9.2: Absolute quantum efficiency for the new pMOS CIS pixel versus
standard nMOS pixel. The pixel size is 2.2µm.

Dark Current vs. Temperature
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Figure 2.9.3: Dark-current density versus temperature for sample nMOS and
pMOS pixels.
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Figure 2.9.4: First-field decay lag as a function of transfer gate low clock voltage, TGlo.
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Figure 2.9.5: Comparison of nMOS and pMOS pixel noise as a function of sample-to-clamp interval, Δt = tSAMPLE - tCLAMP.
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Figure 2.9.6: Performance characteristics of various pMOS CIS pixels. The
crosstalk values are at an incident wavelength of 650nm.
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Figure 2.9.7: Chip micrograph showing test arrays for new hole-based CIS
technology.
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